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Abstract
Amino-functionalized graphene quantum dots (NH2-GQD) are described for the amperometric determination of oxalic acid. The
NH2-GQD were synthesized via a hydrothermal method using hexamethylenetetramine as the source for nitrogen. The average
particle size of the GQD is ∼30 nm, which is also supported by TEM. Electrochemical analysis of the NH2-GQD-GO composite
on a glassy carbon electrode at pH 7.4 showed a faint reduction peak at −0.6 V vs. SCE, which was enhanced in the presence of
oxalic acid. This variation in cathodic current density is an interesting deviation from the usually studied anodic current density
for the electrochemical sensors. This is also supported by cyclic voltammetry and time-based amperometric measurements. The
electrode has a linear response in the 0.5–2.0 mM and 2.0–55 mM oxalate concentration ranges and a 50 μM detection limit (at
S/N = 3). The electrode was successfully applied to the determination of oxalate in spiked urine samples.
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Introduction

Graphene quantum dots (GQD), are virtually single or few
atomic layers thick, fragmented graphene which possess
strong quantum confinement and edge effects. This is
reflected in their interesting wavelength-dependent
photoluminescence (PL) phenomena.When compared to con-
ventional quantum dots (QD) and carbon dots (CD), GQD are
different with respect to the properties such as high surface
area, larger diameter, better surface grafting using the π con-
jugated network or surface groups, and other physical proper-
ties arising due to its graphene structure [1]. Structure of GQD

along with unique optical properties makes them excellent
materials for the construction of nanoscale optical and elec-
tronic devices. GQD have been well studied for their synthesis
methods as well as electronic and optical property tuning [2],
and are also investigated for their application such as photo-
voltaic devices and electrochemical catalysis [3]. GQD have
also been studied for their chemical and bio-sensing applica-
tions [4]. The sensing ability of GQD can be attributed to their
photoluminescence or electrochemical property [5, 6]. They
have been used to sense a wide range of analytes ranging like
heavy metal ions [7–11], toxic anions [12–14], organic com-
pounds [15], and biomolecules [16, 17]. Oxalic acid is com-
monly foundmolecules in various organisms like fungi, plants
and animals. High concentration of oxalic acid is found to
remove calcium from blood, which in turn have severe distur-
bances in the activity of heart and neural system. Normal
range of oxalic acid in human body is 10–40 mg.24 h−1 in
urine. However, in case of individuals with a metabolic disor-
der called hyperoxaluria, the amount of oxalic acid in their
urine can be as high as 53–654 mg.24 h−1 [18]. This condition
is often associated with kidney stone. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to determine oxalic acid in bio fluids [19]. There are very
few methods reported for the determination of oxalic acid or
the oxalates in biological systems. Bergerman and Elliot
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reported a reaction between oxalic acid and indole which led
to photometric determination of oxalic acid [20]. Another re-
lated technique to determine oxalic acid in the biological sys-
tem is fluorometric, colorimetric and spectrometric methods
[21–23]. Chromatography is another suitable techniques
which was explored for the determination of oxalic acid [24,
25]. Electrophoresis is another reported technique for determi-
nation of oxalic acid [26]. However, these methods require
preparation of assays and thus are usually time consuming.
A much more capable and fast sensors are thus needed in
the modern age. Electrochemical sensors can meet this re-
quirement. Few attempts have been made to fabricate such
electrode among which bare platinum electrode and platinum
nanoparticles decorated glassy carbon electrode have shown
by far the best sensitivity for oxalic acid [27]. Bare platinum
showed LOD of 0.38 μMwhereas the modified glassy carbon
electrode can detect oxalic acid as low as 0.28 μM. The
graphene modified carbon ionic liquid electrode have shown
to detect oxalic acid till 0.48 μM with a linear range of
8.00 μM to 6.00 mM [28]. Palladium nanoparticles loaded
carbon nanofibers modified carbon paste electrode have
shown a detection limit of 0.2 mM with linear ranges of
0.2–13 mM and 13–45 mM [29]. Similarly, platinum nano-
particles immobilized on polypyrrole nanofibers also present-
ed as field-effect transistor type sensors for the determination
of oxalic acid to femtomolar-level [30]. Irrespective of show-
ing appreciable sensitivity towards the detection of oxalic ac-
id, these electrodes are very expensive to fabricate given the
use of rare earth metal or the stability and synthesis of ionic
liquid. Another common precedence in electrochemical detec-
tion is the use of the variation in anodic current (oxidative
cycle) for the determination of analyte. Here we report a
two-step synthesis of amino functionalized GQD, which when
forms suspension with graphene oxide (GO), is able to sense
oxalic acid, which can be determined by electrochemical
method. Graphene oxide is a 2-dimensional nanostructure
which is loaded with oxygen rich functional group which
makes its chemical modification possible [31]. The GO pro-
vides high surface area to adsorb the analyte, thus was selected
as substrate for the composite. The presence of oxygen rich
group in the system also enables us to utilize the cathodic
current (reduction cycle) for analysis. This enables the elec-
trode to be very responsive towards the presence of analyte.
This method is developed to offer a potential alternative to the
existing enzyme-based sensors.

Experimental

Synthesis of amino−functionalized GQD

Graphite was procured from Sigma Aldrich (https://www.
sigmaaldrich.com/india.html). All the other reagents used in

the experiment were purchased from Merck India (https://
www.merckgroup.com/in-en). Graphene oxide (GO) was syn-
thesized by the improved Hummer’s method from natural
flaked graphite [32]. The obtained graphene oxide and dis-
persed in 500 mL distilled water. GQD were prepared using
the earlier reported Hydrothermal Cutting method [2]. The
photoluminescence observed when the resulting product was
irradiated with an electromagnetic wave of 365 indicated of
the synthesis of GQD. Further GQD were functionalized
using hexamethylenetetramine, where a dispersion of GQD
in 0.1 M hexamethylenetetramine solution was refluxed at
80 °C for 4 h to yield amino functionalized GQD (NH2-
GQD). The NH2-GQD-GO composite was synthesized by
dispersingNH2-GQD in GO suspension. GQD-GO composite
was synthesized similarly by dispersing GQD in GO
suspension.

Fabrication of the electrode

The NH2-GQD-GO composite suspension was drop casted
over the glassy carbon electrode (ø = 4.0 mm) followed by
4 h of drying in hot air oven at 60 °C to form the working
electrode. This electrode was further used to study its suitabil-
ity for the electrochemical determination of oxalic acid. For a
comparison, GQD, NH2-GQD and GO drop casted glassy
carbon electrodes were also fabricated.

Material characterization

The X-ray diffraction pattern of Graphene oxide was character-
ized using Rigaku Mini Flex X-ray Diffractometer. Graphene
oxide and GQDwere examined under the Transmission electron
microscopy (JEM-2100PlusTransmission Electron Microscope)
for their morphology and size determination. The FTIR spectra
of the samples were obtained using BRUKER FTIR spectrome-
ter with Eco-ATR accessory. Raman spectra of the samples were
obtained using a Renishaw Raman microscope using 514 nm
laser excitation at room temperature.

Electrochemical analysis

All the electrochemical measurements were performed using
Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT-30 electrochemical workstation
using a three-electrode setup. Platinumwire was used as coun-
ter electrode and saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was refer-
ence electrode. The 0.2 M phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4) was
used as electrolyte, which matches the pH of average urine
sample. Scan rate for the all the measurement was 50 mV.s−1.
The voltage ranges for the cyclic voltammetry sweep from
−1.0 V to 0 V with the start and end voltage of 0 V. For the
electrochemical determination of the sample, 2 ml of sample
(oxalic acid or urine) was added to the 20ml of electrolyte. All
the solutions were prepared using deionized water.
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Choice of materials

GQD was selected as a sensing materials owing to its ease of
synthesis. GQD are environmentally benign and do not pose
any harmful effect to the humans. Structurally, the presence of
amine group on the edge of functionalized GQD can act as site
for binding di-basic carboxylic acid. These carboxylic acid
groups present on the electrode surface then undergo electro-
reduction. Oxalic acid was therefore selected as the model di-
basic carboxylic acid due to its biological importance. The use
of NH2-GQD over other known materials such as known ma-
terials such as polypropylene, polyaniline, gold nanoparticles,
and oxides and sulphides like ZnO and MoS2, provides a
direction to explore further use of GQD and functionalized
as electrochemical sensors due to the ease of functionalization
of its edges. Therefore, NH2-GQD was selected to form NH2-
GQD-GO composite used for the electrochemical determina-
tion of oxalic acid.

Results and discussions

Characterization of GO and GQD

The GO synthesized by improved Hummer’s method was
analyzed for its X-ray diffraction pattern to confirm its suc-
cessful synthesis. Presence of the characteristic broad peak at
2θ = 11.5o corresponding to the (001) plane of graphene oxide
(Figure S1(A)) [32]. The peaks at 2θ = 26.5o and 54.5o are of
(002) and (004) planes of graphitic carbon sheets respectively
(JCPDS Card No.75–1621). These peaks suggest that some of
the layered graphite like structure have been retained in the
GO. This is later illustrated in the TEM of NH2-GQD
(Fig. 1(a)). Additionally, the graphitic peak may also be due
to trace nanographite which are retained with the graphene
oxide. However, the small intensity of the graphitic peak sug-
gests very low percentage of graphitic impurity in the GO. The
transmission electron micrograph shows a typical sheet of GO
(Figure S1(b)). GO sheets are often observed having varying
layers [33]. Small ruptures in the GO sheets are due to the
strong oxidation of graphene.

Figure S1(c) represents the FTIR spectra of graphite,
graphene oxide and GQD as recorded within wavenumber
from 4000 to 600 cm−1. Generally, the spectra reveal the pres-
ence of oxygen containing functional groups attached to the
all carbon honeycomb core. In the presented spectra, there are
no peaks for graphite, which is obvious as graphite is devoid
of any functionality. Graphite being the starting material pre-
sents a good reference point as how step by step the function-
ality is introduced with the successive step in order to synthe-
size GQD. Graphene oxide, which was synthesized from
graphite by oxidative exfoliation. we observe characteristic
peaks corresponding to the –OH at 3200–3600 cm−1, C=O

(1670–1820 cm−1), -COC- at 1000–1300 cm−1. These are
the usual defects which are introduced by oxidative exfolia-
tion in the graphitic and graphene plane [34]. GQD are syn-
thesized by hydrothermal cutting of GO sheets along the eth-
oxy functionality as discussed by Pan et al. [2] This leads to
the formation of smaller size quantum dots with excitonic
entrapment in all the three spatial dimension.What it also does
is introduce an edge with certain functional groups which may
be seen in the FTIR spectrum of GQD. As the GOQ is formed
due to the breaking of -COC- linkage, we only observe peaks
corresponding to the –OH at 3200–3600 cm−1, C=O (1670–
1820 cm−1). These peaks indicate the presence of -COOH, -
CO and -OH terminating edges of GQD. Further, these groups
play an important role in binding with nitrogen during the
amination step which leads to the formation of NH2-GQD.
Figure S1(d) compares the FTIR spectra of GQD and NH2-
GQD-GO. Broad -OH peak at 3450 cm−1 in the spectra of
GQD widens further and shift towards 3500 cm−1 in NH2-
GQD-GO due to merging with -NH stretching peak which is
indicative of amino functionalization of GQD by forming -
CONH2 bonds over the surface of GQD [35]. This is further
strengthened by the presence of -NH bending peak at
1382 cm−1. These results hence help us understand a clear
pathway which is being followed to obtain NH2-GQD from
graphite. Additionally, the role of edge become even more
important in both GQD andNH2-GQDbecause they dominate
the properties of their graphene core. This dominance of the
edges over the core is much more evident when the Raman
spectra of GQDwas observed in correlation to the information
obtained by the TEM. Raman analysis (Figure S2) of GQD
presented the characteristic D band and G band associated
with graphene at 1350 cm−1 and 1580 cm−1 respectively.
The D band arise due to the disordered C atoms at the edges
of the GQD, whereas the G band is observed due to the in-
plane vibration of sp2-bonded C atoms, respectively [36]. The
equal intensity of both bands indicates the appreciable loss of
graphitic layered structure. It can be interpreted as the GOQ
synthesized is either single or few layers (mostly bi- or tri-) in
nature. However, it was revealed in TEM that the core of the
GQD are much darker in color suggesting it to have more than
three layers. This anomaly is because the GQD are more de-
fective than the graphene sheets owing to their dominating
edge effect. Therefore, the intensity ratio is not the ideal pa-
rameter to estimate the number of layers of the quantum dots
[37].

The NH2-GQD synthesized via hydrothermal cutting of
GO can be visualized in the TEM micrograph (Fig. 1(a)).
The average size of the dots from TEM was found to be
22 nm (Inset Fig. 1(a)). This was analyzed by the means of
image analysis by ImageJ software developed by Wayne
Rasband (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). The result reflects data
collected from 52 quantum dots in the image with the
minimum size of 12 nm, maximum of 37 nm and standard
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deviation of 7.2 nm. Many of the NH2-GQD also presents
very dark core. This is due to the multiple graphitic layers
which constitute the quantum dot. The average particle size
of the NH2-GQD was also determined by the particle size
analyzer with the quantum dots dispersed in ethanol (Fig.
1(b)). The size of the GQD was found to be 30 nm which is
in near approximation to the size obtained by TEM image
analysis. Moreover, observation of larger size is also due to
the solvent barrier formed around the dots due to H-bonding
between the solvent molecule and the quantum dots. The rea-
son for this interaction is the presence of oxygen containing
functional groups on the edge of the GQD. This is also evident
from the FTIR spectra of the quantum dot (Figure S1(d)).
Moreover, this edge effect is later shown to play an important
role in the electrochemistry of NH2-GQD.

Therefore, on close characterization of GQD and NH2-
GQD, it was observed that the quantum dots are well covered
with functional groups bearing electronegative centers (i.e.
either O or N) on the edges. This in turn lead to the hypothesis
that they should exhibit their electrochemical property in the
reductive cycle or the cathodic sweep of the cyclic

voltammetry. In subsequent section, a discussion is made on
how these quantum dots express themselves in the cathodic
cycle, and how this property may be used to detect oxalic acid
in the aqueous media.

Electrochemical sensing of oxalic acid

Electrochemical properties of NH2-GQD, and NH2-GQD-GO
composite are evaluated using cyclic voltammetry, with the
potential range of −1.2 V to 0.5 V. The oxidation and reduc-
tion potentials were determined by plotting a graph of current
density against the applied voltage. GQD, NH2-GQD, and
NH2-GQD-GO shows distinct cathodic peak at −0.6 V
(Figure S3(a)). This is due to the reduction of carboxyl and
carbonyl groups present over the edge of the quantum dots.
The reduction in the cathodic current density observed in the
CV curve as we go from GQD to NH2-GQD is due to the
availability of lesser number of carboxylic groups per gram
of the overall nanostructure, which is in the following order:

NH2−GQD−GO < NH2−GQD < GQD

Fig. 1 a Transmission electron micrograph of NH2-GQD (Inset Particle Size of Distribution of NH2-GQD from TEM); b Particle size analysis of NH2-
GQD. c Cyclic voltagram of NH2-GQD-GO with addition of variable concentration of oxalic acid recorded within −1.0 V to 0 Vat 50 mV.s−1
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The dependence of the cathodic current density on the
availability of carboxylic group is further strengthen by the
fact that GO, although have large number of carbonyl and
ethoxy group fails to improve the cathodic current density
when composited with NH2-GQD. There was no cathodic
peak observed at −0.6 V in the CV of GO (Figure S3(d)).
Therefore, it may be understood that the increase in the num-
ber of carboxylic groups in the GQD system is directly related
to the increase the cathodic current density observed at the said
potential. This information prompted the attempt to use the
NH2-GQD-GO composite for the determination of oxalic acid.

Figure S3(b to e), shows the variation in the cathodic cur-
rent density observed for the GC electrode deposited with
GQD, NH2-GQD, GO, and NH2-GQD-GO, respectively, with
and without the addition of 2 mMoxalic acid. As evident from
the cyclic voltagram, there is no significant change in the
observed currents at the applied potential range for GQD
and NH2-GQD. In case of GO, there is no cathodic peak
observed when oxalic acid was added to the electrolyte. The
cathodic peak observed in GOwithout oxalic acid is due to the
reduction of GO to graphene [38]. However, in case of NH2-
GQD-GO, the addition of oxalic acid showed a significant
increase in the cathodic current density. This highlights the
need of amination of GQD. The potential sweep window
was shortened for the composite after it was established that
the cathodic peak occurs at −0.6 V to have better resolution of
the two voltagram. The edges of GQD are saturated with ox-
ygen rich groups which results in no significant raise in the
cathodic current density when oxalic acid is added as it does
not get binding sites on the edge and additionally the low
amount of binding which occur is not enough to induce a
variation in the current density. The amination of the GQD
edges reduce the oxygen rich groups on the edge and therefore
NH2-GQD-GO composite showed lower cathodic current
density of all (Figure S4(a)). Additionally, the presence of
NH2 groups on the edges of the quantum dots help in binding
with oxalic acid thereby increasing the number of acid groups
on the edges available for reduction which increase the reduc-
tion current density. The mechanism for the change in cathod-
ic current may be visualized from Scheme 1. As oxalic acid is
a dicarboxylic acid, it forms an amide linkage with the amino
groups present in NH2-GQD-GO leading to free carboxylic
group on the surface available for reduction at −0.6 V.
Therefore, it can be seen as a case where, the oxalic acid
increases the number of carboxylic groups on the surface of
the NH2-GQD-GO. However, this is not observed to happen
in NH2-GQD deposited GC electrode as there is no substrate
available to facilitate the formation of amide linkage. This is
where the need of forming NH2-GQD-GO composite is
highlighted. GO owing to its large surface area provides the
platform for the formation of amide linkage between amino
groups of NH2-GQD and carboxylic group of oxalic acid.

Hence, in a nutshell, the presence of oxalic acid provides extra
carboxylic groups when bonded to NH2-GQD-GO which fur-
ther undergo deprotonation at the said potential leading to an
increase in the cathodic current density. This dependence of
cathodic current density observed in the NH2-GQD-GO/GC
electrode system on the concentration of oxalic acid led to the
exploration of the system for the electrochemical determina-
tion of oxalic acid. This may be taken up as the foundation for
the development of NH2-GQD-GO based electrochemical
sensor for oxalic acid.

The suitability of an electrochemical sensor relies in its
ability to quantitatively analyze the presence of the analyte.
It was found that this increase in cathodic current density is
concentration dependent (Fig. 1(c)). The consecutive cyclic
voltagram of NH2-GQD-GO/GC electrode with the addition
of incremental concentration of oxalic acid shows that there is
an increase in cathodic current density.

The nature of this variation is found to be linear with two
different slopes which can be seen from Fig. 2. Figure 2(a)
represents the variation in cathodic current density with the
concentration of oxalic acid from 0.05 mM to 2 mM. The Fig.
2(b) shows that within this range of concentration of oxalic
acid, the cathodic current density was found to be linearly
increasing within 0.5 mM to 2 mM of oxalic acid with the
goodness of fit (R2) of 0.96 and standard deviation (SD) of
12.9. The sensitivity of the electrode for this range was calcu-
lated to be 129.502 μA.mM−1.cm−2. Similarly, Fig. 2(c) rep-
resents the variation in cathodic current density with the con-
centration of oxalic acid from 0.2 mM to 55 mM, with the
linear variation of the cathodic current density within 2.0 mM
to 55mM concentration of oxalic acid (Fig. 2(d)) having R2 as
0.98 and SD of 38.05. The sensitivity of the electrode for this
range was found to be 142.253 μA.mM−1.cm−2. The limit of
detection of oxalic acid for the electrode was found to be
0.05 mM, which is based on the lower limit of the oxalic acid
which resulted in a variation of current density at −0.6 V by
12.9 μA (SD of the analysis for oxalic acid concentration
between 0.05–2.0 mM) after 3 trials. The shaded region of
the plot resembles the SD expanse for the data point with
the darker region (confidence range) being the limit of ± SD
and the lighter region (prediction range) corresponds to the
limit of ±3SD. The determination of the current densities
w.r.t the concentration of the oxalic acid considered to be
statistically accepted as all the data points lie within the pre-
diction range (i.e. follow the 3SD rule, whereby 95% of all the
data should lie between the ±3SD from the mean).

Table 1 gives a comparison of presented electrode with
other electrodes reported in the literature. Bare platinum and
platinum nanoparticles deposited on GC electrode still pro-
vides lowest LOD among the reported electrodes developed
for the electrochemical determination of oxalic acid. NH2-
GQD-GO/GC electrode have widest linear range among all
the electrodes. Moreover, the all carbon architecture makes
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its most economical among all the other reported electrodes for
the electrochemical determination of oxalic acid. Another first
for this electrode is the use of cathodic current density (reduc-
tive cycle) for the determination oxalic acid. To the best of our
knowledge, all the other electrochemical methods of determi-
nation of oxalic acid is cathodic current density (Oxidative
cycle) based. This opens up the possibility to determine the
analytes withmaterials which have predominately electron rich
centers. In the presented study, oxalic acid (analyte) and active
sensingmaterial (NH2-GQD) are have O and N centers. Oxalic
acid being dicarboxylic acid have two protons available to be
released. The NH2-GQD have edges laden with -NH2, -CO
and -COOH group. Among this the -NH2 moiety binds with
available oxalic acid to form amide linkage. The second car-
boxylic acid group here is then free to undergo deprotonation.
Therefore, in presence of oxalic acid there is an increase in -

COOH on NH2-GQDwhich undergo deprotonation at the said
potential, thereby giving a rise in cathodic current density.

The quickness of the electrode to determine the pres-
ence of the analyte also contribute towards the sensitivity
of the sensor to ascertain its efficiency. Apart from sensi-
tivity, the selectivity of the electrode is also essential. To
study these, the chronoamperometric behavior of NH2-
GQD-GO was studied with the addition of oxalic acid
during the scan to calculate the response time (Fig.
3(a)), and with the addition of oxalic acid, glucose and
uric acid during the scan (Fig. 3(b)) for the interference
study. Glucose (0.5 M) and uric acid (0.5 M) were select-
ed as interfering agents as they are the other components
which are usually present in urine sample which are ana-
lyzed for the determination of oxalic acid (or oxalate) in
humans. This study reveals that the electrode is very

Scheme 1 Plausible mechanism of binding between NH2-GQD and oxalic acid and subsequent electro-reduction at Ered = −0.6 V.
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responsive towards the presence of oxalic acid with a
response time of mere 2 s. The interference study shows
that the observed change in cathodic peak on addition of
oxalic acid is significantly very large compared to the
addition of glucose or uric acid.

Determination of oxalic acid in real sample

The urine samples were studied to determine the oxalic acid
content by the collecting from an average male [31].
Additionally, spinach extract was also studied for its oxalic

Fig. 2 Variation of cathodic current density within (a) 0.01–2 mM
concentration of Oxalic acid, and (b) the linear variation of the current
density between 0.5–2.0 mM concentration of Oxalic acid; Variation of

cathodic current density within (c) 0.01–55 mM concentration of Oxalic
acid, and (d) the linear variation of the current density between 2.0–
55 mM concentration of Oxalic acid

Table 1 The parameter of NH2-GQD-GO/GC electrode for electrochemical determination of oxalic acid in comparison to other electrodes reported in
literature

Electrode Sensitivity
(μA.mM−1.cm−2)

Linear Range
(up to, mM)

LOD
(μM)

Potential
(V)

Ref.

Bare Pt electrode NA 0.57 × 10−3 to 104.01 × 10−3 0.38 0.9 [27]
104.01 × 10−3 to 228.75 × 10−3

Pt-nanoparticles/GC NA 1.14 × 10−3 to 342.80 × 10−3 0.28 0.95
342.80 × 10−3 to 548.92 × 10−3

Graphene modified carbon
ionic liquid electrode

NA 8 × 10 to 3–6.0 48 1.34 [28]

Pd-CNF/CPE NA 0.2 to 13 20 1.10 [29]
13 to 45

NH2-GQD-GO/GC 129.502 0.5 to 2.0 50 −0.65 This work
142.253 2.0 to 55.0
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acid content. This was done to study the practical applicability
of the sensor. To confirm the practical applicability of the
sensor, urine was used as a real sample and the experiment
was conducted. The 2 mL urine sample was added to the
20 mL buffered electrolyte at pH 7.4, to which the NH2-
GQD-GO/GC electrode was dipped as working electrode with
Pt wire as counter electrode and saturated calomel electrode as
reference electrode. The estimation of the sample was done
substituting the current density obtained at −0.6 V in the cal-
ibration plot depicted in figure 2(b). The concentration was
found to be 0.55 mM which is equivalent to 49 mg.L−1 of the
urine sample which is around the average limit of oxalic acid
in urine. These levels of oxalic acid in urine were in agreement
with the clinical determination of urine sample (47mg.L−1). In
a separate experiment, the spinach extract was prepared by
crushing 100 g spinach leaves in mortar pestle and then dis-
solving them in water followed by filtration. The aliquot was
used for further analysis. 2 mL aliquot was added to 20 mL
buffered electrolyte and studied as per the earlier described
procedure. The content of oxalic acid was found to be
1.5 mM which is equivalent to 135 mg.L−1 of aliquot.

Therefore, the electrochemical results of the NH2-GQD-
GO/GC electrode make it evident that it is very accurate in
determining the concentration of oxalic acid in wide concen-
tration range of 0.5 mM to 55mMwith very quick response. It
is also relatively non-responsive towards other interfering
molecules that might be present in certain chemical and bio-
logical samples. This phenomenon can be utilized in generat-
ing a non-enzymatic sensor for oxalic acid. However, the con-
trol over the size of the NH2-GQD synthesized by the hydro-
thermal method effects the activity of the sensor. All the re-
sults reported here were performed using the NH2-GQD-GO
composite made of single batch of NH2-GQD. As the reported
method make use of the di-basic nature of oxalic acid for its
determination, there is high possibility of the interference

from other bi-basic acids if present in the sample. Lastly, the
amide bonding between the oxalic acid and -NH2 group pres-
ent on the surface of NH2-GQD-GO is irreversible. Therefore,
these electrodes can only be utilized as single use probe.

Conclusions

A nanocomposite of type NH2-GQD-GO is described that
exhibits good electrochemical response to oxalate in cathodic
sweep cyclic voltammetry, with a peak cathodic current at
−0.6 V. The NH2-GQD-GO readily binds with di-basic acids
like oxalic acid due to the active surface provided by the host
GO to -NH2 groups of the functionalized GQD to bind with
one carboxylic group of the di-basic carboxylic acid.
Therefore, the cathodic current density at −0.6 V is dependent
on the concentration of oxalic acid bound to the surface of
NH2-GQD-GO due to the electro reduction of carboxylic
group. Additionally, the composite is electroactive in mild ba-
sic pH which correlates to the pH of urine sample. Therefore,
the composite is suitable for the determination of oxalic acid in
dual linear range of 0.5 mM to 2.0 mM and 2.0 mM to 55 mM
oxalic acid with the LOD of 0.05 mM. Moreover, the present-
ed work illustrates the use the cathodic current density for
quantitatively determining the analyte in chemical and biolog-
ical samples. This can be extended to further develop a non-
enzymatic biosensor for the determination of oxalic acid in
food, vegetables and other biological samples. However, the
strict control on the size of synthesized functionalized GQD
which limits the activity of the composite, and one-time use of
electrode are the limitations which requires further attention.
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Fig. 3 a Chronoamperometric response of NH2-GQD-GO on addition of 2 mM Oxalic acid and b Variation in cathodic current density on addition of
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